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Malvern Hills Trust

Meeting of the

GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Thursday 30 January 2020 7.00 pm

Venue:
Malvern Victoria Bowling Club,
Victoria Park,
Malvern Link WR1Li 2JY

Meeting of Governance Committee
Malvern Victoria Bowling Club, Victoria Park, Malvern Link, WR14 2JY
Thursday 30 January 2020 7.00pm

Members: Mr R Bartholomew, Dr S Braim, Mr D Bryer, Mr D Core, Mrs C Palmer, Mr C Penn,
Prof J Raine

AGENDA
1. Election of Chair
2. Election of Vice Chair
3. Apologies for absence
4. Chair's announcements
5. Declaration of Interests
6. Public comments
7. Times and dates of meetings and programme for the year
Governance Committee responsibilities:
See terms of reference overleaf
Compliance with the Charity Governance Code
8. Matters arising from previous meetings (not otherwise on the agenda)
9. Working Group Report on CCS consultation

Paper A

10. Code of Conduct

Paper B

11. Assessment of the success or otherwise of changing from public questions to public
comments
12. Safeguarding

Paper(

13. Chair's discretion to deal with issues raised by Board members (meeting November
2019)
14. Reputation management
15. Trustee training
GDPR
16. Urgent Business
17. Date of Next Meeting 30 April 2020

Governance Committee Terms of Reference
To advise Board members, in their roles as trustees, on current legal and statutory governance
requirements by:
•
•

•

•
•

Ensuring all actions taken by M HT comply with the Malvern Hills Acts and with Charity and other
relevant legislation and best practice relating to governance matters
Monitoring the Board, committee and group structures and performance (reviewing the
adequacy, effectiveness and compliance with internal governance controls and schemes of
delegation) and making recommendations to the Board
Reviewing the Governance Handbook, Standing Orders, Code of Conduct and other guidance
material for trustees as required (incorporating Charity Commission guidance on the role of
trustees)
Monitoring compliance with Standing Orders and Code of Conduct on behalf of the Board and
reporting any problems/breaches to the Chair of the Board
Ensuring that the organisation has an appropriate risk management system in place and that
risks are reviewed annually

•

Maintaining a skills/experience audit of current Board members and identifying obvious
gaps/weaknesses

•

Using the skills/experience audit in succession planning for changes to Board membership or
changes to chairs/vice-chairs

•

Ensuring that nominating bodies and those considering standing for election are aware of the
skills gaps, the roles and responsibilities of being a Board member and the expected level of
commitment
Approving induction training and ongoing training for all Board members
Annually monitoring all policies and regulatory requirements and making recommendations to
the Board

•
•
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Malvern Hills Trust

Nomination Form: Chair of Governance Committee
To be completed by nominator and seconder

We, the undersigned wish to nominate..PROFESSOR JOHN
RAINE ...........................•..........................as Chair of Governance Committee for the
year 2020. If the nominee is not elected as Chair, we wish/do not wish* to nominate
him/her* as Vice-Chair.

SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME

NOMINATED

RICHARD

BY

BARTHOLOMEW

SECONDED

BY

~

TO BE COMPLETED BY NOMINEE
I agree to be nominated for the role of Chair of Governance Committee. I have read
the role description. I understand the responsibilities of the role and have attached a
statement in support of my nomination. lf I am not elected as Chair, I agree/do not
agree• to stand for election as Vice-Chai r.

SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME

NOMINEE

TO BE RETURNED BY 5PM 15 JANUARY 2020
mfo@":molvernhills.orguklwww.rn0Jvernh1lls.org.uk I 0168L. 892002
Malverr Hills Trust. Manor House. Grange Rood. Malven Worceste;shire WP.14 3[Y

Statement in support of nomination to the role of Vice-Chair of Governance
Committee
Name:

I have started so I will finish. .." as John Humphreys frequently says on 'Master Mind' !
Twelve months ago, when I stood yet again as a candidate for the Chair of Governance
Committee, I fully expected that, during 2019, we would complete our Charity
Commission Scheme, would have gained Parliamentary approval, and would now be
enacting the proposed reforms to our powers and modus operandi as a Trust.

Alas, it was not to bel Brexit, in particular, has created huge delays in
normal departmental business at DCMS and, as a result, MHT has been left waiting for
many months (and still isl) for written confirmation that we can indeed do all that we
wish to do by way of reform under a s73 Scheme.
The lost time in this way has meant that, through no fault of our own, our Public
Consultation timetable seriously slipped. However, since we were eventually advised
that we might still proceed with that stage, we made great progress, devising
and mounting, what I considered to be, an excellent consultation process and which has
generated a very pleasing response rate and much extremely helpful feedback,
so giving us fresh momentum with our Scheme.
Accordingly, like John Humphreys, I now feel that (along with lots of many very hardworking colleagues) we "have started" (once again), "so I will (be happy to see it
through to the) finish". That is, if colleague trustees support me in a further term as
Chair of the Governance Committee!
Looking back over the past three plus years - much important work has been
undertaken by the Committee - not only in relation to the Charity Commission
Scheme, but also with regard to standing orders, our code of conduct, and on
addressing the all-important matter of how we might enhance the Trust's public
reputation (which has come under some considerable pressure in 2019 particularly in
light of the challenging Chance Lane Easement application). And, especially on this
reputational issue, there is of course much work yet to be done, to rebuild trust and
confidence in the organisation, and for which I regard completion of the Charity
Commission Scheme project as a vital stepping stone.
I do so hope that 2020 will indeed become the year in which the Malvern Hills Trust is
at last granted the new powers and is able to make the reforms it needs to its
governance and modes of operation to better equipped to earn the public trust and be
able to pursue its charitable objects more effectively in the twenty-first century.
Meanwhile, I am happy to offer myself for another term - in the hope that 2020 will be
the year when we begin to see the organisation able to move on from 'planning
reforms ' to 'benefiting from them'.
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Malvern Hills Trust

Nomination form: Vice-Chair of Governance Committee
To be completed by nominator and seconder

We, the undersigned wish to nominate..... Richard
Bartholomew......................................................... as Vice-Chair of Governance
Committee for the year 2020.

SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME

NOMINATED BY
SECONDED BY

c. V. P&NN

TO BE COMPLETED BY NOMINEE
I agree to be nominated for the role of Vice-Chair of Governance Committee. I have
read the role description. I understand the responsibilities of the role and have
attached a statement in support of my nomination.

SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME

NOMINEE

TO BE RETURNED BY 5PM 15 JANUARY 2020

info@molvernhills.org.uk I www molvernh1lls.org uk I 0168t. 892002
Malvern H ills Trust . Manor House. Grange Road. Malvern. Worcester~h1re WRlt. 3EY

Statement in support of nomination to the role of Vice-Chair of Governance
Committee
Name: Richard Bartholomew

I have been a Trustee/Conservator since 2015 when the 'madness' of the proposal
to erect a cable-car on the Malvern Hills was at its height, and I stood on a
platform to oppose the cable-car. On my election I served on the Governance
Committee and was aware of the work that had started to sort out the
governance of the organisation after the events around the attempted nonrenewal of the lease of the Conservator's tenant running St Ann' s Well Cafe. The
report into this affair made grim reading and it was clear that somehow the then
Board had lost sight of their duties under not only landlord/tenant law but also its
wider duties under charity law on a number of counts, the most important being
its duty to act in accordance with the objects of the charity and also to act in such
a way to avoid bringing the charity into disrepute.
Consequently, I have been keen to be a modest part of the effort to bring the
governance of the Trust back to where it should have been and have supported
the Charity Commission Scheme as a vehicle to achieve this.
This scheme has the advantage of also being able to update the various Malvern
Hills Acts spanning the period of 1884-1995 that inevitably make a charming while
inoperable mosaic of duties and powers as bodies mentioned therein that once
existed and now do not vie with powers that are no longer appropriate such as the
power of arrest currently lying with our wardens along with the frankly bizarre
restrictions on the Trust to not use stone waste from the many quarries and
rockfalls into the quarry car parks to repair worn-out foot-paths on the Hills, but
instead to but in stone 'from away'.
The fact that this scheme will be substantially funded by the Charity Commission
but also has to be worked through not just with them but also the Government
Department of Digital, Culture, Media & Sport before it is placed before
Parliament should ensure that we will get the ongoing support of these bodies as
we prepare the Trust for its work in the 2ist century and any dis-junctures that
may occur as we shift from the current agro-environment funding schemes into
whatever is to replace them.
With the election of the new Board an invigoration inevitably comes as we face
new challenges and we debate our relationship with our precept-payers, I am
reminded of the words of Edmund Burke, the 18th century Whig MP: "Your
representative owes you, not his industry only, but his judgement; and he betrays
instead of serving you if he sacrifices it to your opinion." This seems to me to
neatly clarify the duty that we elected Trustees do owe to our precept-payers,
while we rise to the challenge also of "acting solely and exclusively in the best
interests" of the Malvern Hills Trust.
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For decision

Governance Committee
Working Group Report on Charity Commission Scheme consultation outcomes
30 January 2020

The Charity Commission Scheme working group has analysed the data and considered all
the responses to the public consultation which took place last autumn.
A report is attached containing the Group 's observations and recommendations.
The Governance Committee is asked to consider the consultation responses, the report
and the Working Group's recommendations.
The conclusion of the Working Group was that, with public endorsement for the proposals
contained in it, the Scheme should proceed, subject to the modifications proposed in the
recommendations on page Li0/Li1 . If this is agreed by the Board, the working group will
consider any outstanding matters contained in the recommendations, and take advice as
appropriate.
A copy of the responses has been sent to the Charity Commission and a meeting with
them and DCMS will be requested (Committee members will recall that the DCMS had
agreed it would be good practice to consolidate the Acts, but has failed to respond to the
Charity Commission' s request for formal confirmation that this can be done through a
Scheme). The outcome of the Charity Commissio~ correspondence and any further
discussions will be reported back to the Board prior to finalising a draft.
Recommendation

That the Committee endorses the CCSWG report and recommends its approval by the
Board.

Susan Satchell
Secretary to the Board
20.1.2020
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Charity Commission Scheme Consultation
Report by the Charity Commission Scheme Working Group
January 2020
This report has been prepared to assist Board members in deciding the Trust's response to
the public consultation on the proposed changes to its governing Acts. A summary,
together with the Working Group's observations on each section and the full response to
the public consultation will be available to the public on the Trust's web site.
The Charity Commission Scheme Working Group has considered the results of the public
consultation and this report contains their recommendations to the Governance
Committee and the Board. The Working Group members are John Raine, Stephen Braim,
David Bryer and Cynthia Palmer (Cynthia having been invited to join the group after the
MHT elections in November 2019, while the others have served as members of the
Charity Commission Scheme Working Group since 2016).
The Consultation Document was lengthy, and the Trust is very grateful to everyone who
took the time to read it and complete the questionnaire. 467 respondents did so1. MHT
also contacted a number of individuals and organisations to invite written responses
because of their very specific interests and the Trust received feedback from ten of them.
Their feedback has been included in the analysis of responses at the appropriate points.
The Working Group is pleased by the overall level of response, and more particularly by
the fact that a clear majority of respondents have taken a positive view of the proposals
for change that have been put forward by the Trust.
Analysis of the pattern of responses by geographical area has revealed some significant
variances (please see map appendix 1).
In particular, a significantly higher number of responses were received from postcodes
clustered around the Hall Green and Guarlford area, than from any other locality. The
cluster here accounted for some 17.5 % of all the responses received and, in addition,
there were consistently lower levels of agreement with the proposals (generally of the
order of at least 20 %) when compared with all other responses. In seeking to understand
this pattern of variance, it may be of relevance to note that the Trust dealt with a
contentious application for an easement in this area in March 2019. To allow for
comparison between the responses from the cluster and all other responses, and to
demonstrate the effect of this variance, footnotes and a table of the data (appendix 3)
have been included.
In contrast, analysis of the data set for respondents from the Herefordshire area revealed
somewhat higher rates of agreement with the proposals. In response to nine out of ten
of the questions, more than 70 % of Herefordshire respondents indicated agreement with
the proposals, and for more than half of the questions, the level of agreement among
respondents exceeded 80 %.

1
This figure includes 12 respondents who did not give their name or full postcode, so it has been impossible to validate
whether or not these included multiple responses from any one individual.
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Whilst the consultation was going on, it was noted that a significant amount of partial
information was made available on social media, and several "group E-mails" were
circulated, urging people to respond to the consultation in negative terms. One of these
referred recipients to an independent website on which a number of suggested responses
were provided. The Working Group also noted that several of the free text comments
were identically scripted.
Whilst a clear majority of respondents agreed with almost all the proposals, most of the
follow-up comments (as is often the way with consultations of this nature) were from
those who disagreed with the proposals and who wanted to explain or emphasise their
stance. Those in agreement, in the main, have little or nothing further to add.
The Working Group's original intention had been to provide a response to each of the
comments. However, their volume and the degree of repetition has made this
impractical. Instead, the Group has provided a set of more generalised responses to the
key themes in each section (with references back to the relevant pages in the
Consultation Document where information appears to have been overlooked or
misunderstood).
Responses to themes arising in multiple sections

The textual comments contained certain general themes and to avoid repetition
elsewhere, these points are addressed below. A few of the responses also contained
content which was not relevant to the consultation and in such instances, the Working
Group has made no specific response, although where pertinent to management issues,
the comments have been forwarded to the relevant staff.
MHT's status

MHT is unusually constituted, although not unique. It is governed by its own private Acts
of Parliament and by those other public Acts of Parliament which apply to it (and which
are applicable more widely and not specifically to MHT).
MHT is also a charity and, as a consequence of that, it is subject to charity law. Any
institution with charitable purposes and which exists for the public benefit will qualify as a
charity for the purposes of charity law. This brings with it a statutory obligation to apply
to register with the Charity Commission, which is the principal regulator of registered
charities in England and Wales. MHT was first registered with the Charity Commission on
20 November 1984 (although it was a charity before its registration).
Other similar organisations are also registered charities: Epping Forest (registered in
1964), Wimbledon and Putney Common Conservators (registered in 1972) and Cleeve
Common Trust (registered in 1989).
Registered charities are accountable to the Charity Commission which has a statutory
objective to increase public trust and confidence in charities. Charity trustees also have a
range of duties and responsibilities, some of which are imposed by statute and others by
charity law more generally.
If the MHT Scheme is brought into law, the organisation's accountability to the Charity
Commission, and the duties and responsibilities of its trustees, will remain the same after
the making of the Scheme as they were before.
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Some consultees have referred to MHT as a "public body". MHT is a public body, but only
to the extent that its functions have the necessary public element to mean that decisions
taken by its trustees in relation to such "public functions" may be subject to judicial review
(including e.g. a decision to grant an easement over land which is open to the public).
There are other examples of registered charities which exercise public functions, especially
where the institution is regulated by an Act of Parliament (including e.g. the National
Trust).
The present position (as made clear in the Consultation Document on page 13) is that
charity trustees have to act solely and exclusively in the best interests of the charity at all
times, and not in the interests of those who appointed them. The Scheme will not change
this.
Concerns have also been expressed about trustees exercising powers incorporated in the
Scheme in ways which would not support the Trust's objectives. However, an effective
safeguard in relation to all matters is the requirement for all decisions of the trustees to
be made in the best interests of delivering the Trust's charitable objectives for the public
benefit. Accordingly decisions cannot be taken on the basis that they just benefit the
charity as an entity.
The Malvern Hills

A number of the respondents have misunderstood what was meant in the Consultation
Document by "the Malvern Hills." This was explained in the Glossary as being all the land
under the Trust's jurisdiction.

Footnotes to the sections

In the footnotes to each section, "n" refers to the total number of respondents to a
particular question.
"Data Cluster" refers to the data from the post codes listed in Appendix 2
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Responses to questions 2 and 3
Objects
Objects (The Trust's charitable purposes) Page 7
(The proposed objects clause effectively sums up the Trust's existing duties)

Disag ree (91 )

-----

Do n'1 know / no view (30)

■a%

Agree (253)

68%,

2

Objects (The Trust's charitable purposes) Page 7
(If an unresolvable conflict arises between the two parts of the clause, conservation
should take priority over public access)
Agree (261 )

68%

Disagree (108}
Don't know / no view (14)

14

%

3

Working Group response
The Consultation revealed a high level of agreement that the proposed objects clause
reflects the Trust's current duties. However several key points were made upon which the
Trust needs to reflect. The Working Group agrees that the land under M HT' s jurisdiction
is a dynamic landscape and the objects clause should not be open to an interpretation
that the landscapes should be frozen at a particular point in time.
Points to note in response to specific comments

'Conserve' and 'preserve' are not the same thing.
The Working Group also points out that the proposed changes will not make any previous
decisions "irrelevant".
Cultural landscape

The World Heritage Committee definition of "cultural landscape" was set out in the
Consultation Document (page 8):
"cultural properties [that] represent the combined works of nature and of man"
2

Data Cluster 51 % agree (n= 71),
Rem ainder of responden t s 72 % agree (n=303)

3

Data Cluster 50 % agree (n = 72),
Remainder of respondents 7 2 % agree (n =311)
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The words were included in the draft clause because one of the key features of the
Malvern Hills is the way in which parts of the landscape have been shaped by the mosaic
of smallholdings and the exercise of rights of common associated with them. It is one of
the features of the area that makes it particularly distinctive and forms part of its
character. "Cultural landscape" is different from "landscape character" but the view of
the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), confirmed in subsequent discussions, is
that "cultural landscape" in practice forms a component of "landscape character".
The Charity Commission would require more information from MHT to ascertain whether
the "cultural landscape" element, by itself, could be brought within the definition of
charitable purposes. MHT will work closely with the Charity Commission in relation to the
final wording of an objects clause, but the view of the Working Group is that the words
"cultural landscape" could be removed from the clause without losing its intended
meaning.
This section elicited a number of comments about road building, but it has not been
made clear how this could arise from the proposed re-statement of the Trust's objects.
Natural aspect

While the meaning of "natural aspect" may be considered by many to be obvious, the key
issue is its legal meaning under the Acts.
There is no definition of these words in the Acts themselves, but they were considered by
the Court as part of a restrictive covenant in the case of The National Trust for Places of
Historic Interest or Natural Beauty v Midlands Electricity Board and another [1952] Ch
380. This case involved the erection of electricity poles on common land and the Court
was asked to consider a deed that contained restrictive covenants for the benefit of the
particular land. The restrictive covenants included" ... no act or thing shall be done or
placed or permitted to remain upon the land which shall injure prejudice affect or destroy
the natural aspect and condition of the land".
The Court held that the restrictive covenant was "void for uncertainty". Vaisey J
commented "What does "aspect" mean? - presumably the appearance, but from what
point?" and that "it would be difficult to find wider, vaguer and more indeterminate words
than those ... it is so vague that it is really impossible of apprehension or construction .. . ".
The proposed objects are intended to reflect the existing position. The Trust has always
considered wildlife (the native flora and fauna of a region that are neither human nor
domesticated/feral) to be a part of the "natural aspect". The Trust might reflect further
on whether the words proposed do or should encompass concepts such as 'ecosystem'
and 'biodiversity', but also whether use of these expressions would be straying outside
the Trust's current remit.
The Working Group concludes that the wording proposed gives a more clearly defined
basis for protecting the landscape, and notes that the recent Glover review of National
Parks and AONBs contains a similar proposal to adopt an expanded and more precise
definition of their remit- currently "conserve and enhance natural beauty" (see below).
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Enclosure
The omission of the word "unenclosed" from the draft clause was intentional. As some
respondents have pointed out, at the time of the passing of the first Acts, there was
concern that local landowners were seeking to enclose the commons and bring the land
into individual ownership. According to Pamela Hurle's 198Li book 'The Malvern Hills- a
hundred years of conservation," the landowners were securing the necessary private Acts
of Parliament to achieve this. Squatters were also setting themselves up, and there were
more subtle gradual extensions of people ' s boundaries. The Working Group are of the
view that the word "enclosure" is no longer needed so long as the Trust is required to
continue to prevent encroachment.

Denying public access
As a landowner, the Trust has statutory responsibilities in relation to certain designated
areas - the SSSis and the Scheduled monuments. The Trust may at times need to
prioritise their protection and it is important, in the last resort, to be able to protect for
future generations the features which make the Malvern Hills special. The Working Group
acknowledges the concerns of those who fear the second part of the proposed object
clause could lead to "closing the Hills". However it is hard to imagine circumstances so
extreme that the only option, after all others had been exhausted, would be large scale
closure of the Hills. It would be possible to include a separate requirement to keep under
review any compromise that resulted in denial of public access.

Commoners' rights
A number of comments have been made in the responses about commoners' rights,
which are dealt with on page 67 of the Consultation Document. MHT has no duties
expressed in its Acts in relation to commoners' rights. These rights are protected by law,
and the Scheme will re-state that, except as otherwise provided, the rights of commoners
will not be prejudiced by the Acts.

AONBs and the Glover Report
The AONB Joint Advisory Committee is (as the name implies) an advisory body and does
not have "powers". AONBs were formed out of legislation passed in 19Li9- 65 years after
MHT was founded. There is a parallel in that both organisations are required (in general
terms) to manage the landscape for conservation and access. However, MHT's functions
as a landowner are totally different from those of the AONB. AONBs are not charities and
their remit is over a much wider geographical area than the land under the Trust's
jurisdiction (although some of the Trust's land is outside the AONB).
An interesting point is made by the Malvern Hills AONB (comment 3 on page 7). The
AONB refers to the phrase suggested in the Glover report to strengthen the purposes of
the bodies that protect "National Landscapes" -'recover, conserve and enhance natural
beauty, biodiversity and natural capital and cultural heritage'. The Working Group
suggests that this phrase is worth further consideration, although all of the elements may
not fit the definition of a charitable objective.
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Recommendation
• Further consider the phrase cited from the Glover Report and whether the current
draft objects encompass or should encompass concepts such as ecosystem and
biodiversity.
• Subject to the above, the objects clause, as drafted, should remain part of the
Scheme, except for removal of the phrase "cultural landscape".
• Include a clause that, where any area is closed to public access, the decision should
be subject to annual review.
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Responses to Questions i., and 5
New arrangement for appointment of the Board
New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 1O
(The size of the Board should be reduced)
Agree (278)

71 %

Disagree (101)
Don't know / no view (15) 1 4'\~
4

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 1o
(There should be a maximum of 12 trustees)
Agree (209j

Disagree (175)
Don't know I no view (14)

44%

14%

5

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 1o
(Half the Board should be elected and half selected for their skills and experience)
Agree (213}

54%

Disagree (174)
Don't know, no view (8)

44%

12°-~

6

4

Data Cluster 33% agree (n=78)
Rem ainder of respondents 80% agree (n=316)
5

Dato Cluster 13% agree (n= 78)
Rem ainder of respondents 62% agree (n=3 20)
6

Data Cluster 14% agree (n=78)
Remainder of respondents 64% agree (n =317)

Poper A

New arrangements for appoi ntment of the Board - Page 10
(Board members selected for their skills and experience should be nominated by an
independent body)
Agre e (254)
31 %

Disagree ( 122)
Don't know .' no view ( 19)

I

5~·c

7

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 1O
(Given that elected trustees are required to serve the best interests of the charity rather
than represent an area, combining the electoral areas is a fair way to overcome the
current problem of inequalities in the size of the electorates)
Agree (225)
Disagree (158)
Don't know I no view (13)

----&II

57%

13%

8

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 1O
(Candidates from the wider Malvern area should be able to stand for election to the
Board)
Agree (219)

0 is agree (157)
Don't know / no view (23)

L----

39%

1 6%

9

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 1O
(The Board should be able to remove a trustee by special majority for any good reason,
such as gross misconduct or long term ill health)
Agree (300)
Disagree (84)

---

75%
21 %

Don't know i no view ( 14)
10

7

Data Cluster 3Li% agree (n= 77)
Remainder of respondents 72% agree (n=318)
8

Data Cluster 21 % agree (n=78)
Remainder of respondents 66% agree (n=318)

9

Data Cluster 22% agree (n "'77)
Remainder of respondents 63% agree (n =322)

10oata

Cluster 50% ag ree (n= 78), Remainder of respondents 82% agree (n=320)
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New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 10
(The Trust should be able to conduct elections by post (with the option to vote onllne))
Agree (298)

75%

Disagree (88) Don't know no view (10)

22Q"

13%

11

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 10
(Trustees should retire by rotation, rather than all at once, to ensure some continuity of
Board membership)
Agree (303) ..__ _ __ _

-.:;...
111111111

Disagree (73)
Don't know I no view (20)

15%

12

New arrangements for appointment of the Board - Page 10
(When an interim vacancy is created by the departure of an elected trustee, that
vacancy should be temporarily filled until the next scheduled election by a candidate
put forward by the Independent Nomination Panel )

Agree (229)
Disagree ( 140)
Don·t know I no VteW (29)

■7%

13

Working Group response
'The bottom line is good governance is no longer an optional extra"
Sally Atkinson, Director of Planning Policy and Communications, Charity Commission.
A large majority of respondents are in favour of reducing the size of the board, having
trustees who are appointed by an independent body for their skills and experience, being
able to remove a trustee for good reasons, introducing retirement by rotation (instead of
all at once) and being able to conduct elections by post/on-line.

11

Dota Clust er 5'4% ag ree (n=78)
Remainder of res pondents 8 1% agree (n=3 18)

12

Dota Cluster 55% agree (n =78)
Remainder of res pondents 82% agree (n=318)

13

Data Cluster 3 1% agree (n=78)
Remainder of respondents 6'4% agree (n=320)
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A number of respondents in this section made suggestions that had already been
considered by the MHT board, but which were eventually dismissed for the reasons set out
in the Consultation Document (pages 11 to 23). Some of the responses reflected
misunderstandings about the legal requirements that govern the way in which charities
must work, and perhaps the Trust needs to undertake further PR/communication work in
the future to ensure that the public are better informed about how the Trust is required to
operate. Some comments are inconsistent with the Trust's obligation to fulfil the
statutory purposes for which it was established, rather than the wider interests of local
residents. Other respondents are concerned that the Trust may want to develop business
interests. However, like all charities, the Trust exists for its charitable purposes, not to
generate income or capital for their own sake.
Points to note in response to specific comments

The board of the National Trust is appointed by the Council of the Trust, not by
nominated organisations.
Whilst accepting that MHT is different to most other charities in that it has a power to
raise a levy, payment of money to a charity should not allow a donor to influence how it is
run.
Board size

A number of respondents expressed their views on retaining a larger board, whilst others
were in favour of a board of less than 12. The range of views on the size of the board
varied between Lt and 29. Given the considerable quantity of independent research
indicating the optimum size of decision making bodies to be in single figures, the Working
Group still favours a board of no more than 12 - to set the maximum size below that
number is considered too large a change from the current size of 29. Several respondents
suggested that it would be better not to have an even number of trustees to avoid the risk
of equality of votes, but in practice it makes little difference whether there is an even or
odd number because absences may change the numerical balance.
Appointment of trustees

The Working Group considers it to be key that the trustees who are appointed are suitably
experienced and the best available candidates for the role. The proposal to create a
single electoral area does not depart from the principle of MHT being governed by
trustees who are in part elected by the residents of Malvern and the three nearby parishes
who pay a levy. The proposal is that half of the trustees be elected by the levy payers·
compared with just over one third at present. In summary:
•
•
•
•

all of the levy paying area will continue to have the opportunity to elect trustees
such trustees will remain accountable and, should they stand again, it will be the
electorate who will decide whether or not they retain their positions as trustees
the position with regard to "representation" is unchanged
the proposals provide for a higher proportion of directly elected trustees than
under the current arrangements.

A majority of respondents to the Consultation favoured a split between elected and
appointed trustees. (This was one of the questions where the overall percentage in
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agreement was significantly skewed by a very negative response from the Data Cluster 14 % indicating agreement with the premise as against 64 % of the remainder of the
respondents). The Working Group remains of the view that the proposed 50:50 split is the
best way forward. An all elected board, aside from the problem of ensuring the right skills
mix, is potentially open to domination by pressure groups, a risk that is mitigated by
having appointed trustees as well. The proposals are primarily based on the need to
ensure a board with the right mix of skills and experience but should also result in a more
diverse composition. For example, the current arrangements have produced a board
whose average age is 69 and 75 % of whom are male (of the elected trustees, 90 % are
male), and which provides a very weak reflection of the social and demographic
composition of the Malvern population.
The Consultation Document also proposes that trustees would be assigned to undertake a
liaison role with the town and the parish councils around the Hills, thus ensuring effective
communication with local residents.
The non levy paying areas.

The Working Group is of the view that the non-levy paying areas should not become part
of the electoral area although non-levy paying parishes will be able to put candidates
forward for consideration by the INP (see below).
A postal vote

As highlighted in the Consultation Document (pages 19-20), a postal voting system would
be significantly less expensive than the traditional ballot box method. Online voting
would also be an option and can be considered sufficiently secure for those who wish to
use such an approach.
The Working Group has noted the comment that, were there to be multiple vacancies
amongst the elected trustees at one time, then this could trigger a by-election, rather
than the vacancies being filled by the INP (see below). A provision for by-elections in
special circumstances could be included within the Scheme.
Independent Nominations Panel (INP)

Appointed trustees are currently nominated by Councils and by the Church
Commissioners, but this approach does not provide the desired level of diversity,
experience and skills. To avoid the risk of cronyism, the Scheme provides for an
Independent Nominations Panel to put forward candidates for appointment to the board
(rather than them being selected by the trustees themselves). The suggestion that the
first INP might be selected by a working group comprising some board members and
some independent individuals has merit - although the Charity Commission would not
become involved with such a process as it is not within their remit. The CEO would be a
valuable 'resource' for the INP rather than a decision maker. It is difficult to see how the
INP could function without input from someone with a good working knowledge of the
Trust. Despite several respondents to the consultation expressing concern about
difficulties in attracting membership of an INP, the Working Group remains confident
that willing and appropriately experienced individuals could be identified to perform this
important role of finding and recommending new trustees.
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Recommendations

•

•

Add a provision that, in the event of multiple elected trustee positions becoming
vacant at one time, then a by-election should be held, (subject to there being more
than 6 months before the next scheduled elections). However, single vacancies
should be temporarily filled by the INP until the date of the next scheduled
election.
Further consideration be given to the establishment of an ' INP selection working
group' for identifying/appointing the initial membership of the INP (who would
thereafter appoint their own successors).
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Responses to Questions 6 and 7
Modernising the Board's Administration
Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
(A limited number of trustees should be able to take part In meetings remotely by
televisual or other electronic means whereby all participants may communicate
simultaneously)
Agree (231 )
Disagree { 130)
Do n't !<now / no view (22)
14

Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
(The trustees should be able to make urgent decisions by unanimous written
agreement without the need for a meeting)
Agree (21 5)
Disagree (153)
Don't know r no view ( 18)

I s%

15

Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
(The Trust should not be required to admit the public to Committee meetings, but any
decisions made should be reported at the next Board meeting)

Agree ( 151)

_ ..

Disagre e (21 4) .__

39o/c

_,;;;.....,

Don't know / no view (21)
16

Modernising the Board·s administration - Page 24
(The Board should appoint the Trust's auditors)
Agree (259)

----- 22"c
o ,sagreo {85 ) Don't know / no view (40) -

67%

10~1,,

17

14

Data Cluster 26% ag ree (n=73)
Remainder of res pondents 68% agree (n=310)

15

Data Cluster 18% ag ree (n =73)
Remainder of respondents 65% agree (n=3 13)

16

Data Cluster 8% agree (n=73)
Remainder of respondents 46% agree (n=3 13)

17Data

Cluster 49% agree (n= 73), Remainder of respondents 72% agree (n=311)
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Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
{The Trust should have a power to set up a membership organisation)
Agree (221 )

58%

Disagree (1 22)
Don't know / no view (39) -

10 ':·o

18

Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
(The Trust should have a general power to do any lawful thing not expressly prohibited
by Its Acts)
Agree (198)
Disagree ( 157)

----

Don't know / no view (28)
19

Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
(Trustees should be able to reclaim reasonable out of pocket expenses, as trustees of
other charities can)
71 %

Agree (275)
24"/o

Disagree (94)

Don't know / no view (1 7)

14%

20

Modernising the Board 's administration - Page 24
(The Trust's existing powers to borrow money should be consolidated)
Agree (250)
Disagree (90 )
Do n't know / no view (45)
21

18

Dato Cluster 31% agree (n=71)
Remainder of respondents 64% agree (n =3 11)

19

Data Cluster 22% agree (n =73)
Remainder of respondents 59% agree (n=310)

20
63% agree (n=73)
Remainder of respondents 73% agree (n=313)

21

Data Clust er 44% agree (n =72)
Remainder of respondents 70% agree (n=313)
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Modernising the Board's administration - Page 24
(The Trust should be able to secure borrowings against Its Ancillary Land and against
revenues without seeking the consent of the Secretary of State )
Agree (190}
Disagree ( 164}

Don't know J no vew (30} ■a~·~
22

Working Group response
Taking part in meetings by electronic means and making urgent decisions by written
agreement

A number of responses expressed the view that it would be acceptable for more than
25 % of the trustees to take part in meetings electronically. It was also pointed out that,
as currently worded, if a single trustee failed to respond to a request for an urgent
decision, one could not be made without calling a meeting. The Working Group considers
that there is some logic in relaxing these requirements (perhaps to permit the written
agreement of 75 % of all trustees for written decisions). The Working Group also noted
the suggestion that, instead of the Scheme being prescriptive, it could be made more
flexible by permitting decision making in accordance with Charity Commission guidelines.
The Working Group agrees that an individual trustee should not be able to participate in
meeting by electronic means on a regular basis. It is important that all the trustees meet
together in order that they work effectively as a group. It is suggested that standing
orders should include a limit on the number of times a trustee can take part in meetings
remotely.
The Working Group notes the comments that "urgent" is not defined and will take advice
on whether a definition should be included in the relevant section.
Committee meetings

The Working Group was not entirely surprised that this proposal has attracted limited
support (less than liO % overall). Charities do not usually hold their trustee meetings in
public, including other charities which are statutory bodies eg The National Trust, PDSA.
MHT is an exception in this respect. If the board size were to be reduced in accordance
with the proposals, it is likely that most of the business would be discussed by all trustees
together at board meetings rather than, as now, in committees. There would therefore be
reduced need for committees.
Even if committee meetings were not held in public, the resulting minutes would still be
published (unless a confidential matter under Schedule 12A Local Government Act 1972
was being discussed). All board meetings would continue to be conducted in public
(except for confidential items under Schedule 12A). At present, committees have only
very limited delegated powers, so almost all decisions are by way of recommendations to
22

Data Cluster 19% agree (n =73)
Remainder of respondents 57% agree (n=311)
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the board (and are approved or otherwise at a subsequent board meeting). The Working
Group propose a compromise whereby committee meetings would be open to the public
if the agenda included items where the committee would make a decision under
delegated powers.
The Trust already follows the Nolan Principles and all trustees are requested to sign the
organisation's Code of Conduct that specifically includes agreement to uphold them.
General Power

The Working Group considers this power is very important and most of the negative
comments do not take into account that the exercise of such a power would be limited to
being in furtherance of the Trust's objects.
Trustee expenses and payments

It is stated on page 32 of the Consultation Document that any such payments would
have to be disclosed in the charity's accounts and, as with all payments, could only be
made if in the best interests of the charity. It is envisaged that rules would be drawn up
to make clear to trustees what expenses could be paid (and ceilings on the amounts).
The Working Group will re-examine the proposed exceptions to the presumption against
making payments to trustees as set out on page 33 of the Consultation Document.
Borrowing powers

It should be noted that, at present, the board can borrow money for the purposes of
acquiring land under the 188Li Act on security of the precept and on any land already
belonging to the Trust (but without a power of sale). The proposed provisions do not
materially widen the existing borrowing powers.
Membership

No details will be worked up in relation to the proposed membership organisation until it
is clear that the Trust can proceed with the idea. That said, it is not envisaged that
membership will confer any rights in relation to the appointment of trustees although the
membership could put forward candidates for consideration by the INP. The Working
Group would want to ensure that any membership organisation would not conflict with
the operation of the Wildlife Trusts - hopefully the organisations would be separate but
mutually supportive.
The Working Group has noted the comment that some precept payers feel they should be
entitled to any benefits that are conferred on members.
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Recommendations

•
•

•
•
•

Review whether the requirements in relation to the proportion of trustees
who can take part in a meeting electronically might helpfully be relaxed
Review whether urgent decisions might be made in writing, with the
agreement of less than all appointed trustees, (for example agreement by
75 % or more of trustees)
Review whether the word 'urgent' needs to be defined in this context
Amend the draft so that committee meetings are open to the public if they
will make decisions under delegated powers
Review the provisions for exceptions to the rule that Trustees can receive
no payments.
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Responses to questions 8 and 9
Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock
Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock - Page 40
In all cases set out below, the public would continue to have access to the areas in
question (The Trust should be able to secure the perimeter of a common, to make it
stock proof, subject to the consent of the Secretary of State and any other necessary
permissions)
Agree (219)

59%

Disagree (133)
Don't know / no view (20)

36%

1 5%

23

Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock - Page 40
In all cases set out below, the public would continue to have access to the areas in
question (The Trust should have a power to set up temporary grazing compartments for
up to 60 days)
Agree (266)

7 1%

Disagree (96)
Don't know / no view (12)

26%

13%

Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock - Page 40
In all cases set out below, the public would continue to have access to the areas In
question (The Trust should have a power (subject to a requirement to consult) to put up
temporary fences on the common for up to 12 months in the interests of animal health)
Agree (230)

m:;..._ __ _ _a;._

Disagree (131 )
Don't know / no view (10)

13%

25

23

Dat a Cluster 50% agree (n= 70)
Remainder of respondents 61% agree (n =302)
2
"Data Cluster 66% agree (n =70)
Remainder of respondent s 72% agree (n=304)
25

Dota Cluster 55% agree (n=69)
Remain der of respon dents 64% agree (n=302)

__:i

62%
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Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock - Page 40
In all cases set out below, the public would continue to have access to the areas in
question (The Trust should have a power to own and manage livestock)

~-··

Agree (246) 'I'll""".'~-"

.

Disagree (112)
Don't know / no view (14)

66%

30%

14%

26

Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock - Page 40
In all cases set out below, the public would continue to have access to the areas in
question (The Trust should have a power to install sensitively placed watering points on
its land)
78%

Agree (289)
Disagree (72) Don't know I no view (10)

19%

13%

27

Securing the commons, temporary fencing and livestock - Page 40
In all cases set out below, the public would continue to have access to the areas in
question (The Trust should have a power to deal with injured or ailing animals which are
on the Malvern HIiis In breach of the byelaws)
Agree (309)

_________....

.._

84%

Disagree (50)
Don't know / no view (11 )

13%

28

Working Group response
Public consultation in relation to the exercise of fencing powers
The provisions contained in the Consultation Document seek to clarify the Trust's position
in relation to fencing and to some extent to put the Trust on a similar footing to other
landowners. Some of the responses refer to the DEFRA guidelines but these cannot apply
26Data

Cluster 39% agree (n =70)
Remainder of respond ents 73% agree (n=302)
27
Data Cluster 73% agree (n=70)
Remainder of respondents 79% agree (n=301)
28

Data Cluster 63% agree (n=70)
Remainder of respondents 88% agree (n=300)
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to the Trust if it does not have the power to fence in the first place. Other landowners can
erect permanent fencing subject to the consent of the Secretary of State (which would
entail consulting the public as part of the process).
The Consultation Document states that the exercise of the proposed power to allow
temporary fencing for up to 12 months for animal health reasons will also be subject to
public consultation. The public will therefore have every opportunity to engage with the
Trust on how these powers are to be exercised and, importantly, any fencing for animal
health reasons would have to be undertaken with the agreement of those exercising their
rights to graze.

Securing the common
Any changes to speed limits across the commons, or improved warning signage is the
responsibility of the County Council. There are already signs along the BL.i208 warning of
grazing animals but these do not prevent stock from straying off the common, nor do
they ensure that drivers are sufficiently careful to avoid hitting animals.
Page lt3 of the Consultation Document, section Li, specifically states that the purpose of
fencing is to prevent stock from straying from common land. Most of the Broads on CL9
(Castlemorton, Coombe Green, Shadybank and Hollybed Commons) are part of the
common and could not be fenced under this power. The commons that are not grazed
would not be fenced.
Although part of CL9, Coombe Green does not belong to, nor is it managed by, the Trust.
The Trust would seek to use the most appropriate form of barrier for each particular
location. Ditches are likely to be most acceptable from the point of view of being almost
invisible in the landscape, but would probably not be safe if adjacent to a road where they
could be a hazard to traffic.
The Working Group agrees that there should be a restriction to prevent temporary fencing
for animal health reasons being removed for a short period and then re-erected, in effect
extending the 12 months period.
The location of any boundary structure such as cattle grids would involve public
consultation and careful design to minimise any risk to animals, including horses and
ponies. The requirement to obtain the consent of the Secretary of State (and the
accompanying public consultation) would mitigate against any unreasonable change to
public access.
The Trust as landowner can take surplus grass so long as sufficient is left for those
exercising their common grazing rights. Grazed animals "as a business" would not be
fulfilling the Trust's charitable objectives.
The Open Spaces Society has proposed that MHT include an additional sub-paragraph in
section Li of the fencing provisions to ensure that there is no derogation from the duty on
any person to fence against the common and the Working Group accepts this proposal.
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Recommendations
• Reassessment of the wording in relation to "securing the common".
• The inclusion of a "break" period of 6 months to prevent temporary fencing for
animal health reasons from being taken down for a few days and then replaced.
• The addition in a rider to section ~ of the fencing clause to state that nothing in
the section should be taken to derogate from the duty on any person to fence
against the common.
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Comments on Questions 10 and 11
Quarrying and removal of spoil
Quarrying & removal of spoil - Page 47
(The provision permitting stone to be taken from the Hills for highway repairs should be
repealed (s15 1884 Act))
Agree (225)
Disagree (65)
Don'I know .r no view (11 )

?2%

14%

29

Quarrying & removal of spoil - Page 47
(It would be more environmentally friendly if the Trust could use loose rocks and spoil
from its own land for repairing paths etc)
Agree (233)

77%

Disagree (55) Don't know I no view ( 13)

18%

14%

30

Quarrying & removal of spoil - Page 47
(The Trust should have a power to take a limited quantity of loose rocks and spoil for
its own use without applying for planning permission )

~·

Agree (200) _...-· ··a111·
Disagree (85)
Do n't know , no view { 17)

__..
28%

1 6%

31

29

Data Cluster 56% agree (n=57)
Remainder of respondents 79% agree (n=244)
30

Data Cluster 60% agree (n=57)
Remainder of respondents 82% agree (n=244)
31

Data Cluster 39% agree (n=57)
Remai nder of respondents 73% agree (n=245)

~
...

66%
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Quarrying & removal of spoil - Page 47
(The Trust should be limited to using 25m3 of rocks and spoil per year, and should be
required to consult the AONB )
67%

Agree (20 1)

Disagree (67) -

22°,..,

Oon'1 know , no view (31 ) -

10%

32

Quarrying & removal of spoil - Page 47
(The Trust should have a power to create barriers to physically prevent unauthorised
vehicles from persistently driving on the Malvern Hills)
Agree (229}

___________

.__

Disag ree (60}

Don't know t no view (12}

14%

33

Working Group response
The consultation revealed a high level of agreement to all of the questions in this section,
particularly in relation to repealing s15 1884 Act, creating physical barriers to prevent
driving on the commons and being more environmentally friendly by using a limited
quantity of rocks and spoil for path repair etc each year.
Commercial exploitation

It was made clear in the Consultation Document (page 48) that use of rocks and spoil
would be solely for the Trust's own use and so it is not apparent why some respondents
should conclude that the proposals in this section might lead to some sort of "business"
activity. There was a line of comment suggesting that thought might be given to use of
some loose rocks for heritage building restoration. However, this would not align with the
Trust 's charitable objectives.
Cyclists

A number of comments were made relating to cyclists. From a practical point of view, it
would be difficult to create barriers for cyclists that would not also impede access for
mobility vehicles, horse riders and pedestrians. The Working Group's view is that this is an
issue which needs to be managed, rather than covered by legislation.
Consent to taking 25m 3 of spoil or rock each year for the Trust's own use

The AONB do not believe that they are an appropriate consultee in connection with the
exercise of the proposed power to take up to 25m 3 of rock and spoil each year. The
32
Data Cluster 46% agree (n=57)
Remainder of respondents 72% agree (n =242)
33 Data Cluster 60% agree (n =57)
Remainder of respondents 80% agree (n=244)
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Worcestershire Earth Heritage Trust, however, has suggested consulting to establish the
importance and relevance of the geology and the Working Group suggests that further
enquiries be made to establish a more appropriate consultee in relation to this and to the
possible importance of any deposits to wildlife.
Repeal of s15 1884 Act
The Open Spaces Society 3~(OSS) has raised an important point in connection with the
repeal of s15. Under s45 of Highways Act 1980, the highway authority has the power to
take materials from any waste or common land. OSS commented that, although the
power appears to be obsolete, in practice s15 limits its use on the Hills, and they have
suggested that the section should be updated rather than repealed. The Working Group
agrees that updating may be preferable if their submission is correct.
Barriers to prevent vehicular access

The Worcestershire Local Access Forum has suggested the wording on page 50 might be
changed from "do not prevent access by pedestrians and horse riders" to " ....by all
authorised users". The Working Group will consider this suggestion.
Recommendations
• Making further enquiries to establish a more appropriate consultee in relation to
the taking of rock and spoil, including the possible importance of any deposits to
wildlife.
• s1 5 1884 Act should not be repealed, but updated.
• Further consideration of the suggested change of wording on page 50 from "do
not prevent access by pedestrians and horse riders" to "by all authorised users".

34

Quarrying (Q.10) OSS comment:
Under s.Li~ (2) of the Highways Act 1980, the highway authority retains an ancient power to dig for roadmaking materials on common land. This power appears to be obsolete. However, s.15 of the 188Li Act
restricts the exercise of the power in relation to the Hills. Therefore, we suggest either that the restriction in
s.15 is retained (with appropriate modifications), or if there is no objection from the relevant highway
authorities, that the power in sAS of the 1980 Act is disapplied in relation to the Hills. To repeal s.15 would
be to raise the possibility (at least theoretically) that powers to dig for materials in the Hills might be
revived.
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Comments on Questions 12 and 13
Ancillary land and buildings, leases and licences
Ancillary Land and buildings, leases and licences - Page 51
(The Trust should have a power to acquire land and buildings for the care of livestock)
Agree (202)
D is agree (106)
Don't know / no view (16)

L.-----

62%

I s%

35

Ancillary Land and buildings, leases and licences - Page 51
(Subject to obtaining planning permission, the Trust should have a power to build
premises on land which does not form part of the commons for the following purposes:
offices, storage, information centres, sale of refreshments, sale of goods, housing
livestock and for occupation by employees)
Agree (1 71 )
Disagree (137)
Don't know I no view (18)

53%

....

-··

42%

1 6%

36

Ancillary land and buildings, leases and licences• Page 51
(The Trust should have a power to grant licences of land (subject to existing public
rights of access) and buildings)
Agree (166)
Disagree ( 123)

Do n't know ' no view (35)

----11%

37

35

Data Cluster 34% agree (n= 67)
Remainder of respondents 70% agree (n=257)
36
Data Cluster 25% agree (n =67)
Remainder of respondents 60% agree (n=259)
37

Data Cluster 21% agree (n=66)
Remainder of respondents 59% agree (n=258)

38%
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Ancillary Land and buildings, leases and licences - Page 51
(The Trust should have a power to grant leases of buildings and land which is not
common land (subject to existing rights of public access) for a period of up to 1Oyears)
Agree (168}

Disagreo (121)
Don't know , no view (33} -

10wc

38

Ancillary Land and buildings, leases and licences - Page 51
(When planning permission is not required, the Trust should not be required to obtain
the opinion of the local planning authority when granting overground licences for
services)

...

Agree (147) ..__

45%

Disagree (153)

47%

Don't know / no view (24) ■ 7%
39

Ancillary Land and buildings, leases and licences - Page 51
(The Trust should have a power to issue licences to people or organisations who wish
to carry out activities or run businesses from Trust land)
Agree (170)

D is agree (140)
Don't know / no view (15)

L-----

52%

43%

15%

40

Ancillary Land and buildings, leases and licences - Page 51
{The Trust should have a power to grant licences tor temporary food stalls in
association with events for a period of no more than 7 days}
Agreo (207)
Disagree (110)
Don'! know no view (8)

- -13%

41

38

Data Cluster 24% agree (n= 66)
Remainder of res pondents 59% agree (n=256)
39

Dato Cluster 16% agree (n=67)
Remainder of respondents 53% agree (n=257)
40

Data Cluster 29% agree (n=65)
Remainder of respondents 58% agree (n=260)

41

Data Cluster l.t9% agree (n =67)
Remainder of respondents 67% agree (n=258)

34%
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Working Group response
A somewhat lower level of agreement with the proposals in this section has emerged from
the consultation. This surprised the Working Group, as they did not view the proposals as
particularly controversial. There would appear, from the comments, to be a
misunderstanding about the reasons for the proposals and their scope and perhaps they
were not explained with sufficient clarity.

Ancillary land
The provisions on pages 52 and 53 of the Consultation Document apply only to:
Land which the Trust currently owns and which was acquired for administrative purposes
or land specifically acquired in the future for administrative purposes, as set out in the
draft clause. It does not therefore include any of the Trust's existing pubic access land,
including the commons.
The proposed clause is, in large part, the same as the existing statutory provision and only
adds
• an explicit power to acquire land to manage and house livestock or provide
refreshments
• an expanded power in relation to sale of goods
• a power to build, which the Trust does not currently have (except in relation to
lavatories and buildings for storage).
It is limited to "any use which is ancillary to its objects" and therefore the comments
which appear to suggest that MHT might have ambitions to become a property developer
are without foundation.

Licences
Many of the respondents appear not to have understood that the Trust could not grant
licences for commercial purposes, but only in the exercise of the Trust's charitable
objectives. Some helpful comments were made concerning the terms of licences but
these would be a management issues and are not appropriate for inclusion as part of the
Scheme.

Licensing events
The rationale for licencing events was explained in the Consultation Document. There is a
need is for a clear power to manage events and activities which the Trust is already being
asked to permit on its land. It is not intended to make money but to ensure that the
management and monitoring of activities taking place on the Hills is not a drain on funds
(partly provided by the levy payers) that might otherwise be used for looking after the
Hills.

Requirement to consult the local planning authority about overground licences for
services.
Notwithstanding the lack of support from those who completed the questionnaire,
Malvern Hills District Council has confirmed that it agrees that the Planning Department
should no longer be required to give an opinion on the provision of overground services if
planning permission is not required. Given that an overground licences for services can
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ONLY be granted to domestic properties built before 1995, which fulfil other conditions,
the Working Group feels in the light of the consent of MHDC, that the proposal should
remain as it is. Herefordshire Council has not responded to the consultation.
Easements generally

The Open Spaces Society has asked that it be made clear that authority given under s8
MHA 1995 should not constitute a power for the purpose of s.38(6)(a) Commons Act
200642• The Trust has always assumed that s38 applies to any works to which it gives
consent, and indeed it is a standard requirement of MHT that the grantee should obtain
the necessary consents under s38. The Working Group note the point and will seek
advice. Amendment of s8 MHA 1995 will be included in the Scheme if MHT is so advised.
Temporary food stalls associated with events

The Working Group would not be averse to a reduction in the maximum number of days
for which a licence can be granted and suggests a reduction from 7 to 4. The lack of this
provision would affect events such as sponsored walks where the organisers want to be
able to raise money by providing tea and cakes for the finishing participants.
Lavatories

The Trust already has a power to permit temporary lavatories, and for this reasons the
issue has not been included in the consultation.
Recommendations

•

•

To seek advice on whether to amends 8 1995 Act to make it clear that any
consent to works by the Trust does not constitute a power for the purposes of
s38(6)(a) Commons Act 2006.
The number of days for which licences can be granted to temporary food stalls be
reduced from 7 to 4

~2 S38 Commons Act 2006 requires anyone carrying out certain works on a common to seek (in England)
the consent of the Secretary of State. S38(6) is an exemption from this requirement in cases where the
works ore carried out under any statutory power.
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Comments on Questions 14 and 15
Land Management
Land management - other - Page 59
(Rather than having to inform individuals, the Trust should be able to rely on the web,
social media and their newsletter to notify the public about the exercise of temporary
fencing powers)
57%

Agree (162)
Disagree (112)
Don't know / no view (9)

13%

43

Land management - other - Page 59
(As owners of a public open space, the Trust should have the same liability towards
members of the public as landowners whose land is open under the Countryside and
Rights of Way Act 2000)
72%

Agre e (205)
19%

Disagree (54)
Don't know / no view (24)

■9%

44

Land management - other - Page 59
(The Trust should have a power to issue fixed penalty notices as a way of enforcing
byelaws without having to take people to court)
Agree (172 )
35%

Disagree ( 10 1)

Don't know i no view (12)

14%

45

43

Data Cluster 33% agree (n=63)
Remainder of respondents 64% agree (n=220)

44

Dota Cluster 57% agree (n=62)
Remainder of respondents 77% agree (n=22 1)

45Data

Cluster L.i4% agree (n=62)
Remainder of respondents 65% agree (n=223)
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Land management - other• Page 59
(The Trust should be able to remove abandoned vehicles from its land)
92%,

Agree (262)

Disagree (17) ■ 6°·,.
Don'1 know : no view (7)

120;..,

46

Working Group response
Responses showed a very high level of agreement that the Trust should be able to remove
all types of abandoned vehicles from its land and that its liability towards the public
should be the same as for landowners whose land is open under the CROW Act.
Prevention of access under s15 MHA 1995

The Open Spaces Society (055) commented that they did not agree to the removal of the
requirement under s15 MHT 1995(3)(a) and (d) to consult Historic England and obtain
the consent of Natural England respectively. The Working Group still believes it is
important in the short term for the Trust to be able to act quickly when necessary but
accepts the retention of the consultation requirement in relation to fencing for a period
greater than 28 days. In relation to removal of the requirement for the Trust to notify
individuals if temporary fencing is to be erected for more than 28 days, several
respondents commented that the Trust should advertise in the newspaper. As stated in
the Consultation Document, (page 60) the Trust is already required to advertise in a local
newspaper, and this will remain the case. Nor is there any change proposed to the
requirement to put up notices on site or to consult relevant local bodies.
The 055 also suggest adding an additional requirement to consult bodies representing
the interests of walkers and horse riders. Whilst consultation with the former might be
practical, there is no local body which represents horse riders. Given the existing
requirement to advertise, the Working Group does not consider that any additional
consultation obligations are necessary. The Trust would consult on a voluntary basis were
the works likely to have a significant impact on either of these groups.
Fixed penalty notices

Whilst the Working Group appreciates some of the concerns expressed regarding Warden
safety in relation to the issuing of fixed penalty notices, the fact remains that the Trust
does not have a straightforward, cost effective method for enforcing the byelaws.
Personal safety issues would have to be addressed by careful management. It is
recognised that Fixed Penalty Notices would still be difficult to enforce but the Working
Group considers that MHT should have a power to issue them in appropriate
circumstances.
Malvern Hills District Council have commented that they would support MHT being able
to enforce its byelaws by use of fixed penalty notices.

46
Data Cluster 81% agree (n=63)
Remainder of respondents 95% agree (n=223)
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Liability to people on the Hills

This proposal was widely supported. However, the OSS commented "We do not think that
para 5 of the proposed liability clause functions correctly, because guidance under s.20 of
the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 cannot be ' relevant' : such guidance is for
'the guidance of persons exercising the right conferred by (the 2000 Act) and of persons
interested in access land', and persons using the Hills for recreation are not exercising that
right, nor is it access land.
"You should also consider whether the clause is capable of influencing the duty owned by
the trustees under the 198Li Act other than as an occupier (i.e. if the trustees in any
circumstances are not an occupier, they cannot owe any liability under the 198Li Act, and
therefore nothing in the clause can be relevant to the trustees' liability)". The Working
Group proposes to seek advice on this point.
The comment from the horse rider is addressed in the appropriate section.
Recommendations:
• To reinstate the requirement to consult Historic England under s15(3)(a) MHA
1995 for fencing for longer than 28 days
• To reinstate the requirement to act on the advice of Natural England under
s15(3)(d) MHA 1995 for fencing for longer than 28 days
• To seek advice on the OSS comment on adopting the duty of care under the
CROW Act.
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Comments on Questions 16, 17, 18 and 19
Third Party Rights and Miscellaneous
Question 16
Third Party Rights - Page 67 (The Trust should no longer have a power to enforce
commoners' rights over land which is not under its jurisdiction)
62%

Don'I know I no view (59)

18¾

Question 17
Miscellaneous - Page 77
( The Trust should change Its name in the Acts to Malvern Hills Trust)
54%

Agree (189)

Disag ree (133)
Don't know / no view (26)
48

Miscellaneous - Page 77
(The references In the Acts to Great Malvern Abbey should be changed to Great
Malvern Priory)
Agree (246)
Disagree (57)

.

a.--•

• ••

17%

Don' ! know J no view (43)
49

47

Cluster 26% agree (n=66)
Remainder of respondents 71 % agree (n=256)

48

Cluster 15% agree (n=66)
Remainder of respondents 6LI% agree (n=282)

49

Cluster 49% agree (n=65)
Remainder of respondents 76% agree (n=281)

•

.1 ••·!i~

.

71 %
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Miscellaneous - Page 77
(Definitions: Words which are defined in other legislation should be defined by
reference to that legislation)
Agree (234)

Disagree (66) Don't know ' no view (43) -

19~,
13~,

50

Miscellaneous - Page 77
(In the future, the Trust should be able to make limited changes to its governing
documents with the sanction of the Charity Commission through a simplified procedure)
Agree (203)

Disagree (128)
Oon'I know , no view (18}

---

37%,

15%

51

Miscellaneous - Page 77
(Any proposals to make changes as set out on page 85 (a) - (g) should be excluded
from that simplified procedure)

Agree (198) .._~;;.iii

59%

Disagree (76)
Don't know / no view (60) -

18%

52

Miscellaneous - Page 77
(The power allowing the Trust to create facilities on the Malvern HIiis for horse riding
and to charge for their use should be repealed)
67%

Agree (232)
Disagree (70)
0on'1 know , no view (43) -

13%

53

5°Cluster

39% agree (n=64)
Remainder of respondents 75% agree (n=279)
51

Cluster 18% agree (n=67)
Remainder of respondents 68% agree (n=282)
52

Clu5ter 23% agree (n=61)
Remainder of respondents 67% agree (n=273)
53Cluster 41 % agree (n:.64)
Remainder of respondents 73% agree (n=281)
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Miscellaneous - Page 77
{The levy paying wards and parishes should be exempt from paying any special levy
(Page 38))
Agree (257)
Disagree (41 l .

Don't know , no view (46) -

, 2%

13%

Question 18
In s9 1909 Act, in the event that the County Council wishes to raise a special levy, it has
to seek the consent of Malvern Urban District Council. Who should now give consent?
(Page 38)
48%

Malvern District Council

52% Malvern Town Council, Malvern Wells Parish Council and West
Malvern Parish Council
55

Working Group response
For clarification, Thirds Wood was purchased by Malvern Hills Conservators - it was not
"gifted".

Change of name
Changing the name of the organisation through the Scheme to Malvern Hills Trust will
not add to the cost of the Scheme and for clarification, there was very little additional
cost associated with renewing signage when the Trust adopted its working name. In
anticipation of the rebranding, the Trust had for some years been putting off renewal of
branded signs which were due for replacement.

Commoners' rights
(Some of the comments are contained in other sections)
The Working Group note the suggestion (although not directly relevant to the Scheme)
that it would help to clarify matters in relation to estovers if the Trust produced a
schedule of trees which it had planted.

54

Cluster 80% agree (n =65)
Remainder of respondents 74% agree (n=279)
55 Cluster 33% Malvern Hills DC, 67% MTC and th e parishes
Remainder of respondents 52% MHDC, 48% MTC and the parishes
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Future changes to the Acts

Should the provision permitting the Charity Commission to sanction limited changes to
the Acts in future come into force, the Charity Commission would require a public
consultation as part of the process before giving approval.

Changes to the levying arrangements

The reasons why a change in the levying arrangements could not be included in the
Scheme were set out in the Consultation Document (page 36). The Open Spaces Society
has helpfully pointed out that powers once vested in the Land Commissioners would in
their opinion now be vested in the Secretary of State. Even if that is the case it seems
unlikely that the Secretary of State would exercise the powers in s31 188Li Act and
because of the way the levy operates, it would be of no financial advantage to the Trust
were they minded to do so.
Consent to raising a special levy

It should be noted that Malvern Hills District Council believe the Town and Parish Councils
would be in a better position to give consent as any special levy would affect only their
specific areas and not the whole of the district.
National Parks

National Park status is a landscape designation which protects landscapes of national
importance. The National Park Authorities have a remit defined by statute which in many
cases includes being the planning authority for the area. National Park status has no
effect on land ownership.
Other

Please see the Trust's position statement on trees.
https://www.m alve rn hi Ils.org .uk/med ia/1 9 8 8 /m ht-tree-planti ng-posi t ion .pdf
Please also note that horse riders are allowed on all parts of the Hills except where they
have been specifically excluded.
Recommendation
No change.
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Responses to questions 20 and 20a
Equality Act
Do you think that any of the proposals in the consultation document might interfere with
the objectives of the Equality Act? (Do you think that any of the proposals in the
consultatio...)
Yes (48) No (225) L-_

18%
_

_.-.,_ __

.,__

_

....ia

82%

56

Working Group response
There were a number of the comments in this section which are not pertinent to the
Equality Act.

Fencing

The need for fencing was outlined at some length in the Consultation Document. Fencing
will mean that access to the Trust's land will be through defined points. This will affect all
users to some extent but it is recognised that it has the potential to have more impact on
those with limited mobility. The Working Group is grateful for the input from the
Disabled Ramblers, both on-line and at the public consultation sessions. Their point about
the unsuitability of "stiles" is accepted. There will be a full public consultation as part of
the proposals for any permanent fencing. The point made in another section about
poaching of the ground (i.e. creating muddy areas) at "pinch points" is well made and will
need to be addressed by careful design and management.
Recommendation

No change.

56
Data Cluster M% yes (n=S-4)
Remainder of respondents 11 % yes (n=219)
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Responses to questions 21, 22 and 22a
Unforeseen Consequences
Can you foresee any possible unintended consequences of the proposed changes?
(Do you think that any of the proposals in the consultatio ...)

52%
57

Working Group response
Whilst a significant number of respondents expressed a view that there might be
unintended consequences resulting from the proposals, very few specific issues were
identified. In the main, the comments in response to question 22a were general
expressions of dissatisfaction with certain elements of the Scheme and have been
addressed in other sections.

The board
A board of 12 or less has become the norm for thousands of other charities. The Working
Group is alert to the risks, which are not new, that an elected board in particular, is
vulnerable to pressure groups taking control. Selection of half the trustees by an
independent body should provide a protection against such an occurrence as well as
ensuring an appropriate balance of skills and overall diversity.
Full text

Several respondents express a concern that a full text of the proposed Scheme was not
made available. The reasons for this were explained in the Consultation Document
(pages 80 and 81) and the full text will be made available in due course.

Ancillary Land
The wording of the clause relating to Ancillary Land (page 52) would not permit common
land currently under the Trust's jurisdiction to become "Ancillary Land" except in so far as
this is permitted under the Trust's existing powers (MHA 1930 s~(d)). In any event, it is
highly unlikely that the necessary permissions (either under the Commons Act or planning
laws) would be granted.

General
The Working Group is acutely aware of the need to ensure that there are no "loopholes"
to be exploited were an unscrupulous group of trustees to take charge of the charity and
vigilance will be maintained to avoid such possible consequences. The requirement, as a
57

Data Cluster 79% yes (n=58)
Remainder of respondents ~0% yes (n=219)
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charity, for the trustees to act solely and exclusively in the best interests of the charity at
all times is itself a protection. Failure to act in this way would open up the trustees to
challenge and, in the last resort, possibly to personal liability.
Recommendation

No change.
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Summary of recommendations
Objects
•

•
•

Further consider the phrase cited from the Glover Report and whether the current
draft objects encompass or should encompass concepts such as ecosystem and
biodiversity.
Subject to the above, the objects clause, as drafted, should remain part of the
Scheme, except for removal of the words "cultural landscape".
Include a clause that, where any area is closed to public access, the decision should
be subject to annual review.

New arrangements for appointment of the board
•

•

Add a provision that, in the event of multiple elected trustee positions becoming
vacant at one time, then a by-election should be held, (subject to there being more
than 6 months before the next scheduled elections). However, single vacancies
should be temporarily filled by the INP until the date of the next scheduled
election.
Further consideration be given to the establishment of an 'INP selection working
group' for identifying/appointing the initial membership of the INP (who would
thereafter appoint their own successors).

Modernising the board's administration
•
•
•
•
•

Review whether the requirements in relation to the proportion of trustees who can
take part in a meeting electronically might helpfully be relaxed
Review whether urgent decisions might be made in writing, with the agreement of
less than all appointed trustees, (for example agreement by 75 % of members)
Review whether the word 'urgent' needs to be defined in this context
Amend the draft so that committee meetings are open to the public if they will
make decisions under delegated powers
Review the provisions for exceptions to the rule that trustees can receive no
payments.

Securing the commons and livestock
•
•
•

Reassessment of the wording in relation to "securing the common".
The inclusion of a "break" period of 6 months to prevent temporary fencing for
animal health reasons from being taken down for a few days and then replaced.
The addition in a rider to section 4 of the fencing clause to state that nothing in
the section should be taken to derogate from the duty on any person to fence
against the common.

Quarrying and Removal of Spoil
•
•

Make further enquiries to establish a more appropriate consultee in relation to
taking rock and spoil including the possible importance of any deposits to wildlife.
s1 5 1884 Act should not be repealed, but updated.
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•

Further consideration of the suggested change of wording on page 50 from "do
not prevent access by pedestrians and horse riders" to "by all authorised users".

Ancillary land and buildings, leases and licences
•

•

To seek advice on whether to amends 81995 Act to make it clear that any
consent to works by the Trust does not constitute a power for the purposes of
s38(6)(a) Commons Act 2006.
The number of days for which licences can be granted to temporary food stall s be
reduced from 7 to ~

Land Management Other
•
•
•

To reinstate the requirement to consult Historic England under s15(3)(a) MHA
1995 for fencing for longer than 28 days
To reinstate the requirement to act on the advice of Natural England under
s15(3)(d) MHA 1995 for fencing for longer than 28 days
To seek advice on the OSS comment on adopting the duty of care under the
CROW Act.
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Appendix 2
Data Cluster postcodes

WR13 6NT
WR13 6NY
WR13 6NZ
WR13 6PA
WR13 6PF
WR13 6NS
WR1lt 2DF
WR1 Lt 2PG
WR1 Lt 2SP
WR1 Lt 2S5
WR1 Lt 2SY
WR1lt 2XA
WR1lt 2XD
WR1 Lt 2XE
WR1lt 3QR
WR1lt 3QT
WR1lt 3QU
WR1lt 3QW
WR1lt 3QX
WR1lt 3QY
WR1lt 3QZ
WR1lt 3RZ
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Appendix 3
This table sets out the percentages of responses that "agree" with the proposals in the
Consultation Document from the full data set, and the responses with the Data Cluster
excluded.

Question

2
3
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6

Agree Full
data
set

68
68
71
53
54
64
57
55
75
75
77
58
60
56
39
67
58
52
71
65
50
59
71
62
66
78
84

Agree Cluster
removed

72
72
80
62
64
72
66
63
82
81
82
64
68
65
46
72
64
59
73
70
57
61
72
64
73
79
88

Difference

-4
-4
-9
-9
-10
-8
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-6
-8
-9
-7
-5
-6
-7
-2
-5
-7
-2
-1
-2
-7
-1
-4

Question

10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.7
14.1
14.2
14.3
14.4
16
17.1
17.2
17.3
17.4
17.5
17.6
17.7

Agree Full
data
set

75
77
66
67
76
62
53
51
52
45
52
64
57
72
60
92
62
54
71
68
58
59
67
75

Agree Cluster
removed

79
82
73
72
80
70
60
59
59
53
58
67
64
77
65
95
71
64
76
75
68
67
73
74

Difference

-4
-5
-7
-5
-4
-8
-7
-8
-7
-8
-6
-3
-7
-5
-5
-3
-9
-10
-5
-7
-10
-8
-6
+1
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Governance Committee
Review of Code of Conduct
30 January 2020

Background

On 12 September 2019, the Board approved a new Code of Conduct for MHT board
members; this following a review and redrafting work by the Governance Committee in
summer 2019.
In November 2019, however, when the new Board was formed, following the elections, 5
of the newly elected members and one re-elected member signalled their unwillingness to
sign the Code (it had been a recommendation of Governance Committee, and endorsed
by the full Board, that members would each be asked to sign a copy of the revised Code).
Meeting with Trustees who have not signed the Code of Conduct

In response to this situation, John Raine (JR) and Charles Penn (CP) - respectively Chair
and Vice Chair of Governance Committee - contacted the members who had declined to
sign and proposed a meeting to discuss their concerns and understand better their
reasons for not wishing to sign. All six agreed to attend, and the meeting took place on
Thursday 9 th January (at the Council House) -with John Raine and Charles Penn plus five
of the non-signing members present plus the sixth 'joining' the meeting by teleconference.
Various arguments and comments were proffered during the meeting and with some also
subsequently followed up in writing. But three, in particular, struck us by themselves as
providing sufficient grounds for proposing that a further Working Group of Governance
Committee be convened to look again at the Code and decide if further changes are
justified, and if so, to make recommendations accordingly.
The three arguments which we felt were particularly compelling in making the case for
further review were (in our words) as follows:
•

•

•

Overbearingness: The Code comprises some 3li clauses, each commencing with a
personal commitment, mostly of the form "I will ... " - which, it was felt, had a
compounding manner and seemed unduly heavy-handed, more akin, it was suggested,
to a set of school rules than guidance for a volunteer-run charitable organisation. Do
we need quite so many clauses? And do they need to be so oppressive in the way they
are presented?
Repetitiousness: Several of the clauses seem closely related to one another and
contain very similar, if not near identical, principles. Might there not be advantage in
combining some of them, perhaps making the Code more simple and straightforward
to absorb?
Inconsistency: For example, each of the clauses commences with a personal
commitment of the form of "I will ....", whereas at the very end, in the "Affirmation"
section, where a signature is requested, the summary statement is less demanding,
being of the form "to do my best to comply ....". Are we sufficiently clear about the
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expectations being made of Board members (to comply or simply to do their best to
comply?). It was also suggested to us that the word 'Affirmation' is inappropriate
because it implies formal legal status (with signatures needing to be made in the
presence of a commissioner of oaths), although on checking the dictionary, it appears
there is a lay meaning as well as a legal one. Irrespective of such arguments, though,
might it not be sufficient for each trustee simply to sign a copy of the Code to signify
that "I have read and understood the Code of Conduct and confirm that I will take
reasonable steps to comply with it"? A further inconsistency that was highlighted to
us was the avowed commitment to the Nolan principle of Openness yet, in at least
one critic's view, an excessive emphasis on confidentiality in relation to Trust business.
A number of the clauses were specifically cited as being unacceptable in one or other
respect, with criticisms particularly raised of clauses 9, 1 ~. 26, 30, and 33. Moreover, it
was also argued that adherence to the Nolan Principles alone ought to prove sufficient for
our purposes - although JWR and CP responded by suggesting that this would hardly be
specific enough or cover all aspects of our obligations under charity law.
Tawards the end of the meeting we indicated that we would be happy to receive further
written comments by way of follow-up to the meeting and, indeed, three of the attendees
kindly provided such further written submissions via email.

Next Steps
Subsequent to the meeting JR and CP met again on 1~th January to discuss further the
comments of those who had declined to sign the Code and to consider the best way
forward.
Our shared conclusion and recommendation to Governance Committee, and to the Board,
is that, in light of the meetings we have held, and the information/understandings we
both now have, it would seem appropriate to look to asking a Working Group (which
might helpfully include one of those who have not yet signed the Code) to review the
current clauses and wording again and to recommend further revisions. The aim here
would be to achieve a form of words that-properly reflects our obligations as trustees of a
charity and under the Malvern Hills Acts, and that would prove acceptable to each and
every Board member (and to which everyone would be willing to sign their commitment).
Subject to agreement from Governance Committee and the Board, we suggest that a
target date of having a draft revised Code of Conduct available for consideration by
Governance Committee at its meeting on April 30th, from which final recommendations
can then be made to the full Board for decision on June 11 th 2020.

John W Raine & Charles Penn
1 th January 2020.

s
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Governance Committee
Safeguarding Policy
30t h Jan 2020

Background
The Trust currently has a Safeguarding Policy, approved by Board in January 2017.
The Charity Commission provides advice and guidance on safeguarding and protecting
people engaged with any charity (see Charity Commission website
https.//www .gov.uk/guidance/safeguardi ng-dut1es-for-charity-trustees). This advice is
regularly updated and was most recently amended in October 2019. Part of that
guidance now states that as a Charity there are:

Policies, procedures and practices you need to have
Your charity's policies and procedures for protecting people and where appropriate,
safeguarding should be:
•
•
•
•

put into practice
responsive to change
reviewed as necessary, always following a serious incident and at least once a year
available to the public

Review of the Policy
The current policy has been considered and amendments are suggested in light of the
updated guidance from the Charity Commission. These include:
• a broadening of the application of the policy so that it encompasses anyone
engaging with the organisation.

•

a change of term and definition from vulnerable adults to adults at risk

•

a clearer statement that the policy will be amended if events or activities change

•

a clear statement that any information will be sought or shared only where
appropriate and held in accordance with our GDPR policy.

Recommendation
That the Committee considers the guidance and the proposed amendments to the policy
and recommends approval of the revised policy to the Board.

D Bridges
CEO
17th Jan 2020
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Malvern Hills Trust
Safeguarding policy

(Date of approval)

Mal•vern Hills Trust (MHT) v•alues young people and vulnerable adults (together referred to
as 'vulnerable people). Malvern Hills Trust (MHT) is committed to promoting thetf wellbeing and enjoyment of all those who take part in the charities activities, and protecting
their health, safety and welfare. MHT values young people and adults at risk (together
referred to in this policy as vulnerable people). This policy sets out MHT's approach to
safeguarding vulnerable people and to protecting MHT, its staff and volunteers from
accusations of misconduct. It will be implemented through best practice guidelines.
The policy is drafted on the basis that MHT does not currently run events and activities
where vulnerable people might be generally be expected to attend without a parent or
responsible adult. If this practice changes, this policy should will be reviewed as a matter
of urgency.
For the purpose of this policy, young people are defined as those under 18. However, 16
and 17 year olds will not be considered vulnerable if they are on work placement with
MHT approved by their school or parent/guardian, unless they have been identified as
such.
Vulnerable adults are anyone over 18 \'the could be described as having:
i.
A substantial learning or physical disability
ii.
A physical or mental illness, including addiction to drugs or alcohol
Or who is in receipt of
iii.
accommodation, nursing or personal care in a care home
iv.
personal care or nursing support in their own home
v.
services provided in an establishment catering for a person with learning
difficulties
Adults at risk are defined (as per Charity C guidance) as anyone aged 18 or over who:
•

has needs for care and support (whether or not the local authority is meeting any of
those needs) and

•

is experiencing, or is at risk of, abuse or neglect

•

as a result of those care and support needs is unable to protect themselves from either
the risk of, or the experience of abuse or neglect

MHTwill:
•

strive to keep all its volunteers, staff and the public engaged on trust activities safe
from abuse or any kind of harm as a result of their contact with the organisation
and makes this policy to demonstrate its commitment to this aim.
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•

encourage a culture which is vigilant and aware of the issues surrounding
safeguarding, particularly the protection of vulnerable people, and where
suspicions can be raised in good faith without fear of reprisals.

•

protect individual staff and volunteers from accusations of misconduct.

•

recruit staff and volunteers safely, and ensure all necessary checks are made.

•

ensure that good practice guidelines are known and understood by staff and
volunteers and provide effective management, support and training.

•

ensure that all events and activities are appropriately planned and responsibly
supervised.

•

value and listen to all vulnerable people those engaged with the charity, regardless
of age, disability, gender, racial heritage, religious belief, sexual orientation or
identity

•

take all suspicions and allegations of abuse and poor practice seriously and
respond to them swiftly and appropriately

•

have a clear process for reporting and addressing any concerns

•

where appropriate share information about concerns with #\e-any vulnerable
person ' s parents, carers or other appropriate agency/ies

•

ensure any information collected or held in the delivery of this safeguarding policy
is compliant with GDPR and any data retention policy

Recruitment of staff and volunteers

MHT will take all reasonable steps to ensure that unsuitable people are prevented from
coming into contact with vulnerable people by the following recruitment process:
•

All job applicants and volunteers should be made aware of the recruitment process
at the outset

•

Where appropriate job applicants and volunteers should complete an application
form which will ask for information about the applicant's past history and selfdisclosure of any criminal record

•

Where it is appropriate to the post, applicants should provide a referee who is in a
position to comment on their suitability to engage with vulnerable people

•

References will be taken up

•

Evidence of identity will be required

•

All new employees and volunteers who come into contact with vulnerable people
will be required to undergo a Disclosure and Barring Service check at
commencement of engagement. This will be repeated every five years
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•

Training and guidance will be given to all staff and volunteers on appointment
and as required thereafter to make them aware of their responsibilities to
vulnerable people

This policy will be reviewed
•

annually,

•

if significant changes are made to the legislation which affects the policy,

•

if MHT makes a change to the nature of its events programme or the activities it
runs
or

•

if any serious incident occurs which affects the content of this policy.

